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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the first of two papers devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be afinitegroup with O(G) = 1. Let A be a standard 
component in G with A/Z(A) isomorphic to A, for some n > 8 OY to the Higman- 
Sims simple group OY to a simple group of type F5 . Suppose that m,(C,(A)) = 1, 
Suppose that one of the following conditions holds 
(1) O(C,(t)) = 1 for all involutions, t, of G. 
(2) A E A, with n odd. If e is an involution of A with 02(C,(e)) g A,-, , 
then 0(&(e)) = 1. If H is a proper section of G with F*(H) simple, then either 
H is a known group OY O(C,(t)) = 1 for all involutions, t, of H. 
Then one of the following holds 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
i2 C K,K24 G with KJZ(K,) z A/Z(A), Ki 4~ G. 
G z S,-, . 
n = 11 and Gr LyS. 
n = 10andGisoftypeAutFs. 
A E H?S and G’ is of type F5 . 
n = 8 and G’ s MC. 
n = 8 and G s Aut HIS. 
n = 8 and G’ e SL(4,4). 
We remark that if n is odd, then by [I 11, our hypotheses hold in a minimal 
counterexample to the Unbalanced Group Theorem. Also, our hypotheses 
would be a trivial consequence of the validity of the Unbalanced Group 
Theorem in every section of G. Thus, if the Unbalanced Group Theorem is 
proved, then in conjunction with the work of Aschbacher in [2, 31, this will 
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complete the identification of the normal closure, (LG), in a core-free group, 
G, of a 2-local component, L, with L/Z(L) s A, for some n > 8. 
When n 3 12, certain uniform arguments may be employed to construct 
a subgroup of G isomorphic to S12+2 or to A, x A,. Then theorems of 
Aschbacher may be used to complete the identification of G. When 
8 < n < 11, considerable 2-local analysis is required and we refer these 
arguments to our second paper. Thus in this paper we prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREhf 1.1. Suppose that G is a minimal counterexample to the Main 
Theorem. Then Z(G) = 1; G’ is simple and / G: G’ 1 < 2. If  A/Z(A) G A,, 
then Z(A) = 1 8 < n < 11 and No(A)/O(iV,(A)) is isomorphic to either 
Z, x A, OY Z, x S, . 
We shall set N = N,(A), Q* = C,(A) and8 = N/Q*. If  A/Z(A) g A, , 
we shall regard m as inducing a group of permutations on the set Lr of car- 
dinality n. I f  X is a subset of m we shall write Fe(x) for the set of fixed points 
of X on L2 and ik!o(X) for Sz - Fe(X). W e write I(G) for the set of all involu- 
tions in G and Ct for C,(t). Other notation and assumed results may be 
found in [7]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall assume the basic properties of the alternating and symmetric 
groups found in [9]. Our final identifications depend on the following two 
theorems of Aschbacher. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a Jinite core-free group with a standard component 
A isomorphic to A, and m,( C,(A)) > 1. Then either A 4 G or G z An+4 . 
Proof. This is contained in [2, Main Theorem]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a jkite group, H a proper subgroup of G, z E I(H) 
satisfying : 
(1) zGnH=zHandC,(z)_CH. 
(2) If  x, y  E zH with w = xy E I(H), then wG n H = wH and Co(w) C H. 
Then H is a strongly embedded subgroup of G. 
Proof. See [l, Theorem 11. 
The author is indebted to Michael Collins for many of the ideas for the 
next proof. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let G = H 2 Z with Z = (z) z Z, . Suppose that for 
no proper normal subgroup, K, of H is H/K isomorphic to a subgroup of SL(2, q) 
for any odd prime power q. Suppose that G acts on a group, X, of odd order so 
that C,Y(x) C Cx(CHxHz(x)). Then H x Hz centralizes X. 
Proof. Suppose that (G, X) is a minimal counterexample. By the Frattini 
argument, X is a p-group. Suppose that H x Hz acts trivially on each chief 
G-section of X. Then H x Hz/C,,,,(X) is a p-group. But (G, X) is a 
counterexample and H = Op(H). Thus X is an elementary p-group, which is 
irreducible as G-module. We regard X as a vector space over GF(p) and 
tensor with a splitting field, GF(q), for th e representation of G to get a new 
vector space, W, over GF(q). Reasoning as above we see that we may assume 
that W is absolutely irreducible. By Clifford’s theorem, W has one of the 
following forms 
(1) W = U @ c’, U an irreducible H-module and (U @ ur) z = 
u1 cg u. 
(2) W = U @ C:, 0’ an irreducible H-module and (U @ ur) z = 
-ul @ u. 
(3) W = I/’ @ C- + Y 0 U with CT, I; irreducible H-modules and 
(241 @ v1 + z+ @u*) x = u2 @ z+ + ZJ1 @ u1 . 
In all cases, let {es} be a basis for U and in case 3, let { fi] be a basis for V. 
In case 1, 
(ei @ ei) z = ei @ ei . 
Thus ei @ ei = (ei @ eJ(h, h) = e,h @ e,h. Thus e,h = e, and H x Hz 
centralizes W, contrary to fact. In case 3, ei @ fi + fi @ e, E C,(X). Thus 
ei 0 fi t fi 0 ei = (ei 0 fi -k fi 0 eJ(h, h) 
= eih @fib +fih @ eih 
= c aijej @ c bikf, + 1 b,jfj @ c aikek . 
Thus aijbi, = 0 for all ( j, k) # (i, i) and aiibii = 1. Thus aij = 0 = bi, for 
j j; i f  k. So eih = ei and fib = fi , again a contradiction. 
Finally we consider case 2. Then 
e, @ e2 - e2 @ e, = e,h @ e,h - e,h @ e,h 
= 1 aljej @ C a,,e, - 1 aejej @ C alkel; . 
Thus 
alia2k - a2jalk. = 0 for (1,2) Z (i, 4 # (2, I>, 
a11az2 _ - a01a12 = 1. 
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I f  a,, = 0, then u2i # 0 and 
%%k - ~21% = -u&z1~ = 0 for k 3 3. 
So ulk = 0 fork 3 3. Also ui2 # 0 and 
U12U2E - U2‘pl~ = Up$z2~ = 0 for ka3. 
So u2k = 0 for k 3 3. Similarly, if ur2 = 0, then ulk = 0 = u2R for k 3 3. 
Thus, suppose that urlz # 0 for some k >, 3. Then a,, # 0 # q2 and 
U 2k = (azl/%l) Ulk = (~22/~12~ %l,. 
So u2i/q1 = u22/u12 and u11u22 - a,,~,, = 0, contrary to fact. Thus ulL = 
u2k = 0 for k > 3. But then (e, , e,) is an H-invariant subspace of U. If  
dim U > 2, we can repeat the argument with each pair {ei , ei} to get that H 
acts as scalars on U. But H = H’ by hypothesis; so dim U = 2. But then 
then H/C,(U) is isomorphic to a subgroup of SL(2, q), since H = H’. 
As H # C,(U) by hypothesis, this violates our condition on SL(2, q) 
sections. 
3. INITIAL REDUCTIONS 
For the remainder of the paper, G is a minimal counterexample to the Main 
Theorem; A is a standard component in G with A/Z(A) s A, for some 
n > 8; N = N,(A) and Q* = C,(A). Let Q ~syl,(Q*), (t) = Q,(Q). 
LEMMA 3.1. Z(G) = 1; G = (G’, t); G’ is simple. 
Proof. As O(G) = 1, A C E(G) by theL-Balance Theorem of Gorenstein 
and Walter [8, Theorem 3.11. Thus, by minimality, G = (E(G), t). Clearly 
Q n Z(G) = 1; whence Z(G) = 1 and E(G) is a direct product of simple 
groups. By the action of an involution on such a product, either E(G) is 
simple or E(G) = B x Bt with A = (6bt 1 b E B). In the latter case, G is 
not a counterexample. Thus G = (E(G), t) and E(G) = G’ is simple. 
LEMMA 3.2. A/O(A) E A, for some n > 8. 
Proof. Suppose not. As (t) = Q,(Cc((t, A))), t E Z(A). Thus A is an 
intrinsic 2-component with A/O(A) E & for some n > 8. This violates 
110, Theorem 1.11. 
LEMMA 3.3. /Q 1 = 2. 
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Proof. By Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem, there exists a~t~n(C,(t) -C,,(t)). 
Let A, = L(C,). Then 02(C,(a)) C O(C,,) x A, . Also, Q acts faithfully on 
A, . Suppose that 1 Q 1 > 2. 
Suppose that I MD(a)1 > 4. If  n > 8, then L(C,(a)) = L(C,*(Q)). 
Now C,,,l,,,,,s(L(C,,(Q))) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Ds . Thus 
1 Q 1 ,( 4. Suppose that 1 Q 1 = 4. Then &((a, Q))/O(&(<a, Q))) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x Z, x A,-, . But by inspection in C, , 
C,((a, Q))/O(Co((a, 8))) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Z, x E4 x 
A n--4, a contradiction. Finally suppose that rr = 8. Let K = 02(C,(u)). 
Then K is isomorphic to A, and K projects faithfully into A, . I f  A, acts 
naturally on the set 9, of cardinality 8, then K has exactly one nontrivial 
orbit in its action on Sz, and this orbit has length 4 or 6. In the latter case, 
C,t,>,,,(,JK) E E., . So 1 Q I = 2. In the former case we may repeat our 
previous argument. 
Thus I M,(a)1 3 6. Now 02(C,(u)) = K1 x K, with K1 a splitting 
extension of an elementary group of order 2r-l by A, and K, g A,-,, . 
I f  n - 2r 3 5, then K, = L(C,r(t)). Thus K1 lies in a subgroup of A,, 
isomorphic to A,, Clearly, a subgroup of K1 has two orbits of length r on 
these 2r letters. Thus the centralizer of K1 in the full symmetric group on these 
2r letters has order 2. Then CN(a,):c(a,)(K1 x KJ z Z2 . So 1 Q 1 = 2. 
I f  1z - 2r < 4, then L(C,r(t)) = 1. So I Fol(t)l < 4. If  n - 2r = 4, then 
either Kz acts faithfully on the fixed points oft or K1 s K, E A, and n = 8. 
In the latter case, CN(a,)lc(a,)(K1 x K,) = 1, which is absurd. So the former 
case holds and the previous argument gives I Q / = 2. Thus n - 2r < 3. 
Then IFo,(t)l ,( 3. So Z*(C N(a,),c(A,)(t)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Z, x S, . Thus 1 Q I = 2. 
LEMMA 3.4. t $ W(S). 
Proof. Suppose not. Let R = S n A. I f  x E I(S - QR), then 
S = Q x R(x) and t 6 W(S). Thus Q,(S) = Q x R. 
I f  12 = 2 or 3 (mod 4), then S = ( y) x R with y2 = t. Then S E SyI,(G), 
t E W(Z(S)) and Q = W(ZJ(S)), contrary to Glauberman’s theorem [4, 
Theorem 14.51. Thus 71 = 0 or 1 (mod 4). As s E Co(s)’ for all s EI(R), 
t - ta for some a EI(R). 
Let A, be a subgroup of A isomorphic to A, with I MII(A,)I = 4. Let 
C = (?,(A,,). I f  n = 8 or 9, let ((t) x E)(y) E Syl,(C,((t, A,))) with 
y2 = t and [E, y] = e. If  t N te in C,(A,), then te,, N tee,, . So t N tz with 
I M,(z)] = 8. But tz is not a square in S, a contradiction. Thus t E Z*(C). 
I f  n 3 12, then t E Z*(C) by minimality of G as a counterexample. Thus 
t E Z*(C) in all cases. 
Let A, be a subgroup of A isomorphic to A, with 1 M&A,)1 = 6. Let 
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C, = C,(A,). Then C,l(t)/O(C,l(t)) is isomorphic to 2, x S,,-, . Thus, by 
Glauberman’s theorem again, t E Z*(C,). 
Let B = L(C,,). Suppose that j Fe(u)/ > 4. As t induces an inner auto- 
morphism on B, it follows that L acts trivially on the fixed points of t on fir 
if L is a subgroup of Oz(C,(u)) acting trivially on the fixed points of a on G 
and n, is the set of cardinality n on which B acts naturally. We may assume 
that A, _C L. But then A, centralizes an alternating group acting on the 
points of 52, moved by t and t $Z*(C), a contradiction. Thus /F,(a)/ < 1 
and n > 12. We may assume that A, C CA(u). Write n = 2m or 2m + 1 
with m >, 6 and m = 2 (mod 4). Then 02(CA((a, A,))) is isomorphic to a 
splitting extension of an elementary 2-group of rank m - 4 by A,-, . Let 
K = 02(CA((u, A,))) and let r be an element of order 3 in A, . I f  n > 13, then 
K C C,(Y) and K is not contained in any alternating group of degree less than 
2m - 6. As 6m - 18 > 2m + 1, it follows that K acts on the fixed points 
of A, on fir and hence that these have cardinality at least 2m - 6. But then 
t $ Z*(C,). Thus n = 12 or 13, K E A, and Y has four orbits of length 3 
on .0, . But A, must have at least one orbit on Qr of length greater than 3, 
whence K must fix each orbit of A, on fir . As K permutes transitively the 
orbits of Y on Q,, A, must have one orbit of length 12 on Q, . But then 
C,(A,) = 1, a contradiction. 
We have now established assertions 1 and 3 of Theorem 1.1 and we have 
shown that A/O(A) z A, . It remains to show that n < 11. Thus for the 
remainder of the paper G will be a minimal counterexample to the Main 
Theorem with A gg A, for some n > 12. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We fix a subgroup, A*, of N with .4*--N= N/Q* and Sn A*&yl,(A*). 
We let R* = S n A* and R = S n A. When necessary we shall distinguish 
between the cases: 
(A) Nr A,, 
(A*) fig S, , 
We fix a set of “standard generators” for A* in case (A*): {e, , es ,..., e,-,} with 
ei = (i, i + 1) in the representation of A* on Sz. We remark that eiei+a E A and 
will be used to denote the element (i, i f  l)(i + 2, i + 3) in both cases (A) 
and (A*). I f  A, is a subgroup of A* which is isomorphic to A, (or S,) and if 
1 NI,(A,)l = K, we shall call A,, a root A, (or S,) in A*. W7e denote by R, 
(resp. R,*) the root A, (resp. S,) in A* acting on (1, 2,..., k}. We denote by 
R-,(resp. Ii-*) the root A,-, (resp. S,-,) acting on (K + 1, k + 2 ,..., n>. 
The following lemma gives a useful identification of root A,‘s. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let t be an involution in S, which moves at least eight letters. 
Suppose that X a Cs,(t) and X G A, . Then X is a root A, on the$xedpoints 
oft. 
Proof. X _C 02(Cs,(t)) = Ki x Ka with K1 a splitting extension of an 
elementary 2-group of rank r - 1 by A, and K, isomorphic to A, , where t 
moves exactly 2r letters and fixes exactly m letters. As 1 Z(K, x K,)l, < 2, 
either XC K1 or XC K, . A normal 2-subgroup of K1 of order greater than 
2 contains O,(K,) if r > 5. Thus if XC K1 , then r = 4. But then O,(K,) 
is an extra-special group of order 25 and a 3-element of X must act fixed-point 
freely on O,(K,)/Z(K,). This is impossible. Thus X _C Kz ; so X = K2 and 
the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4.2. C(R,)/O(C(R,)) is isomorphic to one of the following 
(I) Z, x A,-, or Z, x S,-, ; 
(II) K-2 ; 
(III) A group, M, with A,-, 2 Z, C M C S,-, { Z, . 
The same is true for R,* and for (R, , te,) in case (A*). 
Proof. This is immediate by induction for n 4 (12, 14). For n E (12, 14}, 
we obtain the analogous trichotomy for C(R,)/O(C(R,)). As C(Re) C C(RJ and 
neither PSL(4,4) nor HiS is involved in A,, we deduce the desired result 
for n E(12, 14). 
We remark that case II only occurs in case (A*). We now analyze the 
fusion of involutions which occurs in each of the above cases. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that case III holds. Then t - ta for all a E I(A). If 
t N te,e, , then case III holds. 
Proof. Suppose that case III holds. Then, using Theorem 2.3, 
G 2 R4 x (II-, x (IIJt)(t), 
with R-, = (hht 1 h E He*}. Now let a EI(A). Conjugating by a suitable 
element of A we may assume that either a E I(R-,) or a = e1e3b with b E I(R-,). 
In the former case, a = alaIt for some a, EI(HJ and t% = ta. In the latter 
case, tb N t in C(e,ea). Then ta N te,e, N t. Thus t N ta for all a E I(A). 
Suppose that t - te,e, - te,e, . Then t acts with exactly n - 4 fixed 
points in the standard permutation representation of B = L(C(te,e,)). As 
4 CL(C(<t, e,e,>)), 4 CL(W)) and C+B(t))(R4) E A,-, . Thus 4 
is a root A, in B. Thus C,(R,) g An-a . In particular, t 4 Z*(C(R,)). Suppose 
that D = L(C(R,)) z A,-, . Then both t and te,e, acts as transpositions on 
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D and L(C,((t, te,e,))) s A,-, . But L(C(<t, te,e, , &))) G An-s. Thus 
case III holds. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that case II holds for R,*. Then t N e, and case I 
holds for (te, , R4). 
Proof. Let C = C(R,*)/O(C(Ra*)). Then C&t) E 2, x S,-, . We may 
assume that t = (12) E C. Now Cc((t, .~s)) g 2, x 2, x S,-, . Thus either 
C5 = (34) EC or Z, = (34) E C. Suppose that t N te, in C(R,*). Then 
te, N te,e, in C(R,*). Thus t N te,e, in G. But then case III holds by Lemma 
4.3, a contradiction. If  case II applies to C,((te, , R&), then the same argu- 
ment shows that t N te, in C(R,). So t N te, N e5 in C(R,). But t is outside a 
subgroup of C(R,) of index 2, a contradiction. Thus t N e, and case I holds 
for Cd<% , %>). 
LEMMA 4.5. Case I does not hold for C(R,). In case (A*), case I does not 
hold for both C(Ra*) and C((te, , R4)). 
Proof. As t 6 Z*(G), there exists a EN n tG with a $Q*. We pick 
a E C,(O,(RJ) fixing {I, 2) if possible and fixing (1, 2, 3, 4) if possible. We 
let B = L(C,,). 
Suppose first that case A holds. Let C = C(R,). We argue first that 
t $2*(C). Thus suppose that t E Z*(C). Suppose first that a fixes at least four 
points. Let Oz(C,(a)) = R, x T, where Rag A, and T, is a splitting 
extension of an elementary 2-group of order 2’-l by A, . By choice of a, 
R, C R, . Using Lemma 4.1, the projection of R, into B is the alternating 
group on the fixed points of t. Thus C,(R,) contains the alternating group on 
the complementary set of points. But then a $Z*(C,(R,)). So t 4 Z*(C). 
Thus a must fix at most three points. We may choose 
a = (12)(34) ... (4~ - 1, 47) E A with r > 3. 
Let Y = ((12)(34), (135)(246)) C C,(a). Let X = C((Y, t}). Then 
X/O(X) g 2, x S,-, . Suppose that n > 14. Then by the given fusion and 
our induction hypothesis, t E Z*(C,( Y)). But Y c Ca(a)(m). So Y C Ce(a)tm). 
Also O,(C,(a)(m)) = O,(C,(a)(m)). I f  r E Y of order 3, then C(7) n O,(CB(a)(m)) 
has codimension 2 in O,(C,(a)(m)). It follows that r moves at most 6 of the 
points moved by O,(C,(a)(m)) in the standard permutation representation of 
B and this set is independent of the choice of 7 in Y. Thus Y moves at most 
6 points moved by O,(C,(a)(m)), of which there are at least 12. SoL(Cs(Y))#l 
and t $ Z*(C,(Y)), a contradiction. Thus n = 12 or 13. Let S E Syl,(H) with 
(t, a) CZ(S). Then tc n Z(S) = {t, ta}. Thus, by Burnside’s lemma, 
1 tNcW,I = 2. So 1 tNdJb-))I = 28. Let E = (aN~(JW))nC~(t) ). Then J(S) = 
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(t) x E. If  g E N&(S)) with UQ = te, then t” = tb and (ta)” = be E E, 
which is impossible. Thus E = (uNG(J(S))) g NG(J(S)). As 
there are 27 distinct images of a in E under {g E N,(J(S))( tQ = tu>. Now if 
tg = tu and aQ = b, then ub must move 12 points in the standard represen- 
tation of A. There are exactly 27 suitable b’s of which 8 are A-conjugate to a. 
It follows that N,(J(S)) is transitive on E#. Let m = N,(J(S))/C,(J(S)). 
Then 1 Cn(a)l = 2532 and C&a) involves S, and E9 * D, . Thus the Fitting 
subgroup of CR(a) has order at most 22 . 3. But then Fit(Cn(a)) cannot 
admit a group of order 2 3 . 3 faithfully, a contradiction. This proves that 
case (III) holds in case (A). 
Now suppose that we are in case (A*) and case I holds for both C(R,*) and 
C(<te, , &>). By induction and the given fusion, t E Z*(C(e,)) and 
t E Z*(C(te,)). Suppose first that 1 F,(u)/ > 4. As before we conclude that 
C,(R,) contains the full alternating group on the points moved by t. As 
t E Z*(C(&)), this implies that t moves exactly two points. Thus 1 Mo(u)i = 2. 
But then ta N e, or tu N te, in C, , a contradiction in either case. Thus 
IF,(u)\ < 3. Then j Z(C,((t, eJ)l = 4. Now some z in Z(C,((t, e,>))# 
moves exactly two points in the standard representation of B*. As 
L(C,(t)) = 1, either e,x or te,z centralizes B. But t $ Z*(C,), contradicting 
the fact that t E Z*(C(e,)) and t E Z*(C(te,)). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that case (II) holds for C(R,*). Then G 2 M* = 
(X x M)(t) with X = O(M*), M z An+2 and C,(e) CM* for uZZ e E t”. 
Proof. Let B = L(C(e,)) and let D = L(C(e,)). Let t = e,,, . Now 
C,((t, el)) 2 (t, e,) x Ca.(e,) with Ca*(e,) G S,-, . Clearly C,.(e,)’ C B 
and t induces a transposition on B. Let B* = B(t). We claim that ei E B* 
for 3 <i,<n-1. As t-et + te, , this is clear modulo Y = O(C(e,). 
Let X = O(C,). Then C,(e,) = C,(eJ for 1 .(, i < n - 1. Thus C,(t) = 
Cx(ei) C C,(eJ for 3 < i < n - 1. Write ei = x,e,* with ei* EI(B*), 
xi E O(C(e,)). Then [t, ej] = [t, ei*] = 1. So [t, q] = 1. So [ei , q] = 1. 
Thus, as (ei*)s = 1, xi = 1. So ei E B* for 3 < i < n - 1. Thus there 
exists a transposition, e, , in B* such that e, , e4 ,..., e,-, , e, , e,,, are a set 
of standard generators for B*. In order to prove that (ei , e2 ,..., e, , elLfl) z 
S n+2 T it will be enough to prove that [e, , e,] = 1. As n > 7, we may look in 
C(e,). Let ear, = e,e,e,e,e, . Reasoning as above, we have (el , e2 , e,, , 
e6 , e7 ,..., en , en+,) C D(t) = D* and (el , e2 , eg5 ,..., en-,) x <en+2 = 
CD*(t) with {e, , e2 , e345 , . . . , e,-,} a set of standard generators for an S,-a 
acting on the set of points fixed by e,,, . As (e,-, , e,) E S, g (e, , e,,i), e, 
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must be a transposition of D* each of whose moved points is moved by either 
en-, or en+, . As e2 is also a transposition and e,-, # e2 f  e,,, and [e, , 
e,-,] = 1 = [e, , epz+J, both e,-, and e,,, fix the points moved by ea . Thus 
e2 and e, move disjoint sets of points. So [e, , e,] = 1. 
Let M = (e, , e2 ,..., e, , e,,, >. We claim that [M’, O(C,)] = 1. For, by 
hypothesis, B = L(C(e,e,)) is simple. So [O(C,), B] = 1. Then as M’ = 
(A, B), [M’, O(C,)] = 1. Thus C, C M* = N,(M) for all e E P. 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose that case (II) holds for C(R,*). Then C,(e,e,) C M*. 
Proof. Let C = C,(e,e,), C, = C n M* and C0 = C,/O(C,). Then 
C, E D, x S,-, . Let O,(CO) = (tir ,L} with [e, , fJ = elea and fiz = 1. 
Now E = (erea , fJ is a root E4 in A and tG n tE = (t}. Thus C,(,,,,(tE) E 
2, x S,-, . Thus if n # (12, 14}, C(E)/E x O(C(E)) c S,-, by induction. 
If  71 = 12, then as S,, _C C(E) and by the given fusion, C(E)/E x O(C(E)) E 
S,, . I f  71 = 14, there is a 5-cycle, f, in C, such that C,( f )/O(C,( f )) g S,, 
by induction. Thus C,(f) does not involve U,(5). So C(E) does not involve 
F5 . Thus in all cases C(E) = O(C(E)) C,,(E). Let L = L(C(E)). By hypoth- 
esis, O(L) = 1. So L = L(C((e, , ea))) = L(C((e,e, , f&)). Similar reasoning 
shows that L = L(C( y)) where y  E (ei , fJ with y2 = erea . Let C = 
C/(erea) x O(C). Then Cc@) = (?r ,3i) and it is trivial to verify from the 
above that z is a standard component in C. Thus, as i;l +f, in C, we have 
C = (zl ,3J x z* by Th eorem 2.1, whereE* = E(,Q. Thus C = O(C) C,, 
and [O(C),L] = 1. Let C, = C(e,e,). We must have O(C) = O(C,). So 
[O(C),L,] = 1 where L, = L(C,). As M’ = (L,L,), O(C) C C(M’) _C M*. 
LEMMA 4.8. Case (II) does not hoZd. 
Proof. As G is a counterexample to the Main Theorem, G g Sn+a . 
As G has more than one class of involutions, G does not have a strongly 
embedded subgroup. Thus if we can show that elG n M* = ef;l* and that 
(eleJG n M* = (e1e3) M*, then the lemma will follow from Theorem 2.2. 
Suppose that aEeiG n M* and a q! ey*. Let Q* = (1, 2,..., n + 2) 
admitting M*. Suppose first that / Fn*(u)j 3 4 and let R be a root A, acting 
on four points fixed by a. We may pick a so that e, fixesF,,(u). Then reasoning 
as before, R is a root A, in C,(u)‘. But then a is a transposition in C,(R) g 
S,-, . So a s ey*, a contradiction. Thus 1 F&u)] < 3 and we may pick a so 
that [a, e,] = 1 = [a, ea] and ea moves the fixed points of a if 
j F&u)1 > 1. Then, as before, L(C(( a, erea))) # 1, violating the fact that 
C((u, erea)) C M*. Thus erG n M* = ey*. 
Suppose that b E (ele3)G n M* and b 6 (e,ea)“*. Then b $ 02(C,) but 
b E (C,)‘. Thus if 1 F&6)1 < 1, then as b q& 02(C,,,,(b)), b $ C,(b)‘. But then 
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1 C, 1s > 1 C,(S)ls > j C(e,ea)j, , a contradiction. Suppose that 1 Fo,(b)j < 3. 
Again, b $ C,(b)‘. So 1 C, I2 > I C,(6)la. Now 
a contradiction. Thus j F&6)1 > 4. N ow we pick again R a root A, acting 
on four points fixed by b and argue that R is a root A, in L(C,), whence b 
acts as a product of two transpositions in C,(R). But then / Mo@)j = 4, 
whence b E (ele.JM. This proves the lemma. 
Henceforth we may suppose that case (III) holds. 
LEMMA 4.9. ta E tc for all a E I(A). Also i 4 tG for all i E I(A*). 
PTOOf. N,(R,)>(R, x He4 x (HP#)(e,,t).ThusifiEI(R, x R-,),then 
m,(C’J 3 m,(C,) + k - 2, where k = m(A,-,) 2 4. So t + i. 
LEMMA 4.10. C,(R,) 2 (O(C,(R,)) x K, x (H-$)(t) with R-, = 
{hht I h E HP,}for 3 < k < n - 5. 
proof. For K = 3 and k = 4, this is clear by induction and Lemmas 4.2 
and 2.3. Now C(R,) C C(R,). So L(C(R,)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
A,-, x A,_, . Let e = enP3en-i . Then t - te in C(R,). Thus 
Thus e induces a nontrivial inner automorphism on 02(CL(,.,,~~(R,)), whence 
t $ Z*(C(R,)). The conclusion now follows by induction for 5 < k ,( n - 5. 
LEMMA 4.11. Suppose that 6 < k < n - 5. Then 
C,(KIc x (K#) 2 H, x (H# = L(C(R-d. 
Proof. Suppose not. We know that 
R, CL(C(H-, x (H-J*)) CL(C(R-,)) = Hzs x (HZ. 
Thus L(C(Kk x (K#)) = R, . We also know that 
C,(R,-,) 1 Hz-, x (Hz-# >_ K, x (H-dt. 
A~ N,~JR-,) E S,-,< , NH2JKlc) = H-&d = S,-, . In case (A*), 
we have e--k E N,(K,) n NG((K$) such that e-kX-k and ePk(X-.# centralize 
H-, x (H-Jt. Then the 4-group, E-, = (e--lcx-fi , e-k(%.#>, normalizes 
RI, . But then some e E I(&,) centralizes R, X H-k X (H-$, contrary to 
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the fact that C,(,JL(C(R,)) = O(C(R,)). In case (A) we have that D = 
(xmi, , ti E Da and D normalizes RR, . Thus / D n C(Z?,)I > 4. But in case A, 
C,(R,) = (O(C,(R,)) x K, x (H-k)t)iot 
again a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.12. G 1 H x Ht with A = {hht / h E H). 
Proof. For 6 < k :< n - 5, we know that 
GI Hk x H-,i x (H# x (He,)‘. 
Let Rk be the root A, in A acting on {n - k + 1, n - k + 2,..., n}. Let 
L(C(RL)) = H-l; x (H-“‘)t. Let {a, ua, a4 ,..., an-*} be a set of generators for 
H-3 with a = (123), ui = (12)(i, i + 1). Let K, be the pointwise stabilizer of 
(4, %..., n - 4, n - 3) in A and let L(C(K,)) = L-s x (L-Jt. Then 
L(C(K,)) _CL(C(Rs)). I f  L_, projected faithfully into both components of 
L(C(R3)), we would have CL(C(R3))(L--6)’ = 1. But (L-,# C CL(C(R3))(L--6). 
Thus L-, is contained in either H-3 or (H-3)t and we may choose notation so 
that L-, C H-3. We also have L(C(K,)) C K, x (Hp3)t. Thus, reasoning as 
above, we may choose notation so that L-, C K, . Thus L_, = H_, n Hp3. 
iXowL(C(uut)) = K, x (He3)t. So 
K, n H-3 = (a,~,, ~a~,..., u4un-& = L-,. 
Also CHmB(L-J z 2,. Thus L-, is a root A,-, in He3 . Thus we can extend 
{u&j , a4u6 ,..-, ~,a,-,} to a set of generators, {u4ui 1 5 < i < ?Z - l> for K, 
and we may regard HP3 as acting on (4, 5,..., n} so that a4a5 = (456) and 
a,~, = (45)(i, i + 1) for i 2 6. 
By Lemma 4.11, C,(H,) > K, . Now H6 -= (a, a3 , a4 , as> and H_, = 
<~n-jun-q, un-San-3 9 un-Lun-2 j %-.5uv-1). Thus 
[ a, u7Lmjun..i] = [Uj , un-jun-i] = 1 
for1 .<i<4,3<j<5.Asn-5>6, 
and 
Thus 
[a, U4%-51 = [a, a41 
Laj , wn-61 = [% > a41 for 3 <I’<<. 
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for 1 ,( i < 4, 3 < j < 5. Thus (a(~,(a,a,~,)))~ = I. Also 
= wwq(~4~n-i)[~* I 4 %(Wn-i) 
= UjU4UiU4(U4Un_i)[U4 9 Ujlp1(U4Un-i) 
= 1% 3 ~~l-lkw,-i)[% > WGwLi) 
= [a4 , ~~l-1(%%i)2C~, 3 4-‘[b* 7 %-1, %I 
= Ia4 Y uj]-‘[u4 , Uj] = 1. 
Thus [a, a,-,] = [uj , a,-,] = 1 for 1 < i < 4, 3 <j < 5. Also [q , a,-J = 
[U4% , U4Un--i ] for 1 < i < 4,6 <j < n - 1. Thus H = (a, a,, u4 ,..., a,-,) G 
A, z Ht. Suppose that H is represented naturally on the set JY of cardinality 
n. Let M,(u,) = {a, b, c, d} = iWi . Put S = {a, b, c, d, e, f} C ,?Y and put 
T = (a, b, c, d, e’, f  ‘} C 2 with S n T = Icfi . Let S’ = JY - S and T’ = 
,?Y - T. By Lemma 4.11, 
~,(a~) 2 ((H#, (HT)t, (Hs,Y, (HP)? = Ht. 
Thus [H, Ht] = 1. 
Let Tl E Syl,(H) and let T = Tl x (T$. 
LEMMA 4.13. In case (A), T E Syl,(G’). 1n case (A*), G > H* x (H*)t 
with A* = {hht 1 h E H*}. If T,* E Syl,(H*) and T* = T,* x (Tl*)t, then 
T* E Syl,( G’). 
Proof. I f  s 61(S), then s E (C,)‘. Thus tG n S = m. Let S* E Syl,(G) 
with S C S* and T C S*. 
In case (A), as C&t) = S C T(t) and tG n T(t) = tr, S* = T(t). Then 
by the Thompson Transfer Lemma, T E Syl,(G’). 
Suppose that case (A*) holds and t + te, in G. If  s E I(Te,), then 
m2(C,) > m2(Ct). Then, as I(Tte,) = (te#, tG n T(t, e,) = I(Tt) = t*. 
Then, as before, T(t, e,) E Syl,(G). As te, + t, C(e,)/O(C(e,)) is isomorphic to 
Z, x (S,-, 2 Z,) by induction. Thus e, $ C(e,)‘. So (eJG n (T, t} = ,B. 
Again, by induction, as t + e, , C(teJO(C(te,)) z Z, x S, . So te, $ C(te,)’ 
and WZ~(C,) = m,(C(te,)). Collecting all of these data, we conclude that 
tG n T (t, el) = I(Tt), (e,)G n T(t, e,) CI(Te,) and (te,)G n T(t, e,) = 
I( Tte,). Thus if Z’ is the transfer homomorphism from G to T<t, e,)/T, then 
(t, el) n Ker V = 1. Thus T E Syl,(G’). But / G: G’ 1 < 2, a contradiction. 
Thus t N te, in G. As I(Tte,) = (teJ, t N ts for all s E I(A*). Let tg = te, . 
As te,e,e, N t + e, , e, acts as a transposition on As. Thus either (er)” E (er)@ 
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or (e,>nE P’. As t + e, , (e,p E (el)A’. So we may assume that g E C(e,). 
Likewise ea acts as a transposition on A”. Thus either 
or (e3)0 l (te,e3)A” = tAn. 
Thus (ea)g E (ea)@. As ;ea , (eJY) C C(ct, e,>), (es)(/ E (ea)cAg(P1). Thus we may 
assume that g E C(e,) n C(e,). Thus g normalizes (L(C(e,)), L(C(e,))) = 
H x HL. As C,(H x Ht) has odd order, No(H x Ht)/C,,(H x Hf) E 
S, 1 Zz. Thus G 2 H* x (H*)f. I f  T* E Syl,(H* x (H*)f), then reasoning 
as in case (A) we conclude that T*(t) E Syl,(G) and T” E Syl,(G’). 
The pseudowreathed configuration which we have reached can probably 
be handled by general considerations now being analyzed by Michael O’Nan. 
We content ourselves in the nest section with treating the case needed for 
Theorem 1.1. 
5. THE WREATHED CONFIGURATION 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite core-free group admitting an automorphism, 
t, of order 2 with C,(t) = XA with X = O(C,), A’ = E(C,) g A, and A 
isomorphic to A,, or to S, . Suppose that G > H x Ht = M with A = {hht / h E H) 
Suppose that S = S, x (S,)t E Syl,(G) where S, E Syl,(H). Then G = H x Ht’ 
We remark that Theorem 5.1 will in conjunction with Lemma 4.13 complete 
the proof of Theorem 1 .I. We also note that our notation is slightly changed 
from that in previous sections to permit a uniform treatment of cases (A) 
and (A*). We begin with some lemmas needed for the analysis of fusion in G. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let K be a splitting extension of an elementary 2-group of 
rank 2n by S, such that K is isomorphic to the normalizer qf (aI , a,‘, a5 , 
a5’,..., a4n-3 , ai,-,? in 4, , where ai = (i, i + l)(i T 2, i + 3) and ai’ = 
(i, i + 2)(i + 1, i + 3). Let E be an elementary 2-subgroup of K of rank at 
least 2n - 1. Then E n O,(K) contains a hyperplane of E. If  E has rank 211, 
then E = O,(K). 
Proof. Let Q = O,(K) and write Q = Q, x Qz x ... x Qn with Qi = 
({a4ip3 , aiip3). Let E be an elementary 2-subgroup of K of rank at least 
2n - 1 with E $Q. Suppose that EQ/Q acts regularly on {Qi / 1 < i < n]. 
Then m(EQ/Q) < t where n = 2%” and (n,, ,2) = 1. Also m(E r\ Q) < 2. 
Thus t -+ 2 >, 2n - 1. Thus n < 2 and the result holds trivially. I f  EQ/Q 
does not act regularly, then E C Q’ . Kl x Q2 . K2 with Q’ z E22f, K1 s S, , 
481/41/z-IS 
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Q2 gg E,z,,-zr , K2 g S,p, for some 0 <j < n. Let El and E2 be the 
projections of D into the respective components. Then by induction, either 
E’_CQl and 1 E2: E2 r\ Q2 1 < 2 or vice versa. Also, by induction, if 
m(E) = 2n, then Ei CQi. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let H be isomorphic to 14glZfT or S4n+T, 0 < r < 3. Let 
S E Syl,(H) and assume n 3 3. Let T = O,,,,,,(No( J(S))) n S. Then T is 
weakly closed in S with respect to H. 
Proof. I f  H E S,,,, or if H g Aln+r and Y = 2 or 3, then T = J(S) = 
(A 1 m(A) is maximal). Thus T is weakly closed in S with respect to H in 
these cases. 
Thus we may assume that H g A,, , n > 3. Suppose that Tg C S. As 
J(S) is the unique abelian subgroup of S of rank 2n, J(S)0 = J(S). Write 
J(S) = Q1 x Qp x ... x Qn as in Lemma 5.2. Suppose that [J(S), Tg n T] 
has 2-rank k. Then m( To n T/J(S) n TY) < k - 1 and we may assume that 
Tnn TactsonQ, x Q2 x ... x Qlc . Now Tu must act quadratically on J(S). 
So Tg induces no nontrivial permutations on the set {Qi , Q2 ,..., Qk}. As 
Tgn T has 2-rank at most n + k - 1, Tg/Tg n T has 2-rank at least n - k. 
Thus Tg/To n T acts as an elementary 2-subgroup of S,-, of 2-rank at least 
n - k in its action on {QIC+r , Q,C+2 ,..., Qn}. By Lemma 5.2, T /TY n T = 1. 
Thus To_C T. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let G be a$nitegroup containing M = HI x H, with HI z H2 
and Hi isomorphic to either A, or S, . Suppose that S = S, x S, E Syl,(G) with 
Si E Syl,(H,). Let T = O,,,,,,(N,( J(S))) n S. Then T is weakly closed in S 
with respect to G. Thus No(T) controls fusion of involutions in Z(T) with respect 
to G. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3 and Burnside’s lemma. 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume that G is a minimal counter- 
example to Theorem 5.1. We set T = O,,,,,,(N,,,( J(S))) n S. 
LEMMA 5.5. M controls G-fusion of involutions in 111. 
Prooj. Suppose first that either H g A, or that H s S4k+r and r = 2 
or 3. In all of these cases we have every involution of M M-conjugate to an 
involution of Z(T). Thus it will suffice to prove that N,,,,(T) controls No(T)- 
fusion in Z(T). 
Let N = N,(T), m = N/T, m = m/O(m). As t is T-fused to every 
involution of Tt, 
CN(t) = CA(t) T/T = (X” x NA*(CT(t))) T/T = x* x L, 
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where X* = C,(T) and L g Sfn!3~ . Also 
N,(T)/T3& x Lit with E = c~,+~;(t). 
Thus m satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, whence by induction 
fl E SIn141 x Stnla~ . By Theorem 2.3, x = F x L, x (z# with 1 y  / 
odd. Now u fixes F, = C,Q-~((&)~) and Fl = Czu.)+(L1). Thus y  fixes 
F,nF, and Fi-(F,nF,) for i= 1 or 2. Now IF,nF,I =0 or 3. If  
x E Si n Fl n F, , there exists an n/l-conjugate, x?“, in Fi - (Fl n FJ which is 
visibly not conjugate in N,(T) to any element of Fj where j + i. Thus B is 
not transitive on Fl n F, , so u acts trivially on Fl n F, . I f  H g S, or 
H gg A&+~ (Y = 2 or 3), then the Krull-Schmidt theorem implies 
immediately that y  centralizes Z(T). I f  H g A41;+r (Y = 0 or I), we note 
that E, has exactly n - 1 orbits on F, = (Z(T) n S,)+ with lengths (i), 
1 .< K < n. As (t) = (I,) if and only k’ = k or K’ = n - Iz and as 7 per- 
mutes orbits of the same length for E, , it follows again that y  centralizes Z(T). 
Thus N,,(T) covers Nc( T)/C,(Z( T)) in all cases. 
Kow suppose that H s Shlclr with r = 0 or 1. The previous argument 
shows that ill controls G-fusion of involutions in M’. We shall show that 
M n 02(G) = M’. This will complete our argument by induction. 
Let j be an involution of M - M’ with j E T n H, j = (12) in H. Set 
Tn H = L>,i x ... x D,l, Tn Ht = D,* x ... x On2 with Djj a Sylow 
2-subgroup of the root S, of H(or Ht) acting on {i, i $ 1, i + 2, i + 3). 
Suppose that jg is an extremal conjugate of j in (S n M’){ jt) - (S n M’). 
We may assume that j!J E D12Zj(S). Th en, letting zij be the involution of 
Z(D,i), we have 
(c-J(,)(j)‘)” = (Z2’,...) 2&l, x12 ,...) z,“)” 
c CJ(,)(jQ)’ = (Xl1 ,...) q&l, z** )...) 2,2). 
But then (.zr2,..., .zn2)g C (Zig,..., ,zn2) by the known fusion in M’, which is 
impossible. Thus if jg is an extremal conjugate of j in (S n M’)( it), then 
jQ E S n M’. Again, CJ(,)(j)g C J(S) and (CJ(,,( j)‘), _C J(S)‘. Then we may 
assume that (.z# = zij for (i, j) # (1, 1). Thus jD = zi?z for some 
2 E (Zjl, .Q* j j 2 2, R > 1). We conclude easily from the fusion in M’ 
that one of the following holds 
(i) jQ = zil, 
(ii) jQ = zllzzl .. .z,l, 
(iii) jg = .z1?zi2 ... zn2, 
(iv) jg = zrlzzl ... x,?zr2 ... ,zn2. 
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Thus (,zrl)” E~ZJ(S). We may assume that (zrr)o = jj”.zrr. Let D,13 j, NM j. 
Then (j# ~jaZj(S) or (j,>l, l jjazJ(S). As j~,+,j~ , we may assume that 
(jay = ja or ( ja)g = jj, . The first case is untenable and the second is possible 
only if j” = xrl. Then (zrl)g = j and (j,zqr)~ = jjaj = j, . But j, N j, 
j2X11 N jzzl, and j + jxar, a contradiction. Thus j has no extremal conjugate 
in (S n M)(j?, a maximal subgroup of S. Then, by [5], j $02(G). An 
analogous argument shows thatjt $02(G). As S n M’ C 02(G), we conclude 
that (S n M’)( ii”) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(G). 
It remains to show that jjf has no extremal conjugate in S n AI’. Let 
G, = (02(G), jjl> and let K = CGO(jj*). Then K > C,,(j) x Cc,,,,( jt) s 
S 2 x S,-, and CK(t) = X* x (jj’) x Ca(jjt), where X* = C,( jj’). 
Tius K/< jjf) x O(K) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. So, by 
induction, K = O(K)((jjt) x C,,(j) x C’cHt)( jt)). As every involution of 
M’ is in the commutator subgroup of its centralizer, (jjl)G n S n M’ = D. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Hr A,. 
Proof. Suppose not. By Lemma 5.5, S n M’ E SyI,(G’). Then G’ and t 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. Thus G’ = H’ x (H’)’ by induction. 
But then G = H x Ht. a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let e = (12)(34) E H. Then 
CG(eet) = O(CG(eet)) X C,,,(eet). 
Also [O(C,(eet)), M] = 1. 
Proof. Let C = C,(eet). By Lemma 5.5, eet is extremal in S. Thus 
Csl(e) x C~s,)t(e*) E Syl,(C,(eet)). Clearly, by Lemma 5.5, e E Z*(C). Thus 
C = O(C) C,((e, et)). Write C,(eet) = ((e, f) X Tl)( fi) X ((et, f  t, X 
(T$(( fi)“)) with f  = (13)(24) E H, ,fi = (12)(56) E H and 7’r E s~l~(Hr~~). 
Let C = C/O(C)(e, et) and use bars to denote homomorphic images 
in C. By Lemma 5.5, ef +G et, for any t, E (e> x Tl x C’cs )t(et). It follows 
---1 
that f  is not C-conjugate to any element of Tl x C&(et). As ( ffltl)” = 
e(tl(Qfl> f 1, 
Ql(T~<fflt> x C(#(et)) = (e> x Tl x %,)t(e7. 
Thus, f  is not C-conjugate to any element of T,( ffi) x C(&(et), a maximal 
subgroup of C,(eet). The same argument applies to fi . As T, x (T# C 
02(C), either 
Tl X (T# 6 Syl,(02(C)) or Tl:< JL> x ( TdY f “( fi)“> E SY~,(O~(C)). 
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As every involution of Tr pulls back to an involution in C, it is easy to see 
that JJ1 is not C-conjugate to any element of Fr x (T#( f  “( Jr)“) and 
reasoning as before we finally conclude that Tr x (T$ E Syl,(02(C)). But 
now we can apply induction to 02(C), as 02(C) >I x (E)” > 02’(C&t)) 
with L E A,-, . Thus O”(C) = L x Et, whence C = O(C) C,,,,(eet). Now, 
applying Theorem 2.3, C = O(C) x CM(eet). Let e, = (56)(78) E H. 
Clearly O(C) = O(CG(e,(eJt)). As M = (CM(eet), C,,,(e,(e,)t)), [O(C), M]=l, 
LEMMA 5.8. Let E be a root E4 in H. Then 
C,(E) = O(CG(E)) x C*,(E) = NC(M) n Cc(E). 
Proof. Let C = C,(E) and suppose that C f  iIJc* = IL;,(M) n C. 
We shall prove that MC* is a strongly embedded subgroup of C. Let et E Et. 
By Lemma 5.7, Cc(et) c MC* and by Lemma 5.5, (et)G n M,* = (et)MC*. 
Let et = u and let w = uuq be an involution of Mc* with w $ uG. By Lemma 
5.5, w has four cycles in the action of Ht on n points and M,* controls 
C-fusion of w in MC*. Let W be the 2-subgroup of Ht fixing each of the four 
cycles of w. Then W = (w) u (W n u”). Now W is strongly closed in C,(w) 
with respect to CM=*(w), h ence with respect to C,(w). Thus W is a strongly 
closed abelian subgroup of C,(W) E Syl,(Co(w)). Thus, by [6], 
cG(w) = o(cd New(w) = o(&) N,(w n uG) = o(c,) c,*(W) 
Write W = <w) x W, . Then 
O(G) = <Co(cdwo) I wo E Wo9 C C(M) 
by Lemma 5.7. Thus C,(w) _C MC*. Now, by Theorem 2.2, C has a strongly 
embedded subgroup, which is impossible. 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let e = (12)(34) E H. Then 
CC(e) = CMe(e)? where M* = NC(M). 
Proof. Let C = C,(e). As 
O(C) = <CO&) I x E (eet, ff Y> C M*, 
it is enough to show that (e) f E Z*(C/(e)). By Lemma 5.5, C,(e) E Syl,(C) 
and if f” E CJe), then fg E S, . Now 
Cc(f) = Cc(E) = O(CG(E)) X C,(E) X Ht. 
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As Ht C Cc(fg), it follows easily that Ht = HQ. Thus we can find h E Ht 
withfgh = fg and (et)@ = et. Thus f wfg in C(eet), whence by Lemma 5.7, 
fg E (f, ef}. This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to show that M* = N,(M) is strongly embedded in G. 
By Lemma 5.5, M* controls G-fusion of its involutions and by Corollary 
5.9, C,(e) C M*. I f  w = ee’ with y  E G and w E M*, then the argument of 
Lemma 5.8 proves that C,(w) C M *. Thus, as M* # G, M* is strongly 
embedded in G by Theorem 2.2. But this is impossible as G has more than 
one class of involutions. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 and thus of Theorem 1.1. 
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